DEGREE HIGHLIGHTS
• Earn a Master of Science in Chemical
Engineering degree from a top-ranked
department in only 1 academic year
• Thrive in a close-knit community; Each
cohort has a limit of 50 students
• Guide your coursework by choosing
an industry specialization or create a
hybrid:

PDP

PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

Advanced Materials
Alternative Energy
Biotechnology
Consumer Products
Manufactured Products
Microelectronics
New Ventures

• Focus on real world practices
• Tailored for chemical engineers and
scientists

CONTACT US
Dr. Keith Alexander
Executive Director
kalexand@berkeley.edu
Iris Acosta
Graduate Student Affairs Officer
cbepdp@berkeley.edu

chemistry.berkeley.edu/grad/cbe/pdp

Graduates of our professional
9-month Master's program in
Chemical Engineering almost
exclusively choose to enter industry
to embark on a professional or
managerial career related to bringing
new products and technologies into
commercial reality.

ABOUT THE PDP

HOW TO APPLY

By combining elements of advanced
technical knowledge with focused
business related training, the PDP strives
to fill a specific niche in the "choice space" of
graduate education options forCONCEPTUAL
engineers.

Visit http://grad.berkeley.edu/admissions/
and select the "Chemical and Biomolecular
Engineering Prof MS" program before
Friday, January 8, 2021.

PDP fills a specific niche

Technical content of program
High

Engineering
MS/Ph.D.

Joint MS/MBA
PDP
Engineering
management

Within 6 months of graduation, 90% of our
students secure jobs that have a blend of
both technical and management roles.
Our alumni can be found all over the world
in many different industries:

applicable)

•

MBA

Application Fee (waivers are available for
those who can demonstrate financial need)

Low
Low
Business content of program

We require:
• Personal Statement & Statement of
Purpose (not to exceed 650 words each)
• 3 Letters of Recommendation
• Resume or CV (1 page)
• Unofficial Transcript
• Proof of English Language Proficiency (if

BOOST YOUR CAREER

High

GRE scores are no longer required

GET INDUSTRY EXPOSURE
Instead of a thesis, work in small teams to
solve a product development challenge
for a real company during the Spring
semester.

FINAID IS AVAILABLE
The UC Regents have not yet finalized
the 2021-22 academic year charges but
the estimated costs* are:

Our past field project clients include:

California Residents: $52,966
Nonresidents: $65,211
“The flexible curriculum, experiencing the real world
in a safe environment where it is OK to fail, and access
to world-class faculty were my main attractions to the
PDP in Berkeley. The short duration of the program
constantly keeps you on your toes but provides you a
well-rounded experience and the skill set you develop is
easily transferable across industries.”
- Vivek Narayanan '10, Director at PwC

*does not include living expenses

Merit-based stipends are available for all of
our students.
A limited number of full scholarships are
available for US citizens.

